Production Manager
Heavy Industries builds some of Canada’s most interesting public art and creative construction projects
and we are looking for a Production Manager to lead multiple architectural projects in our team-based
environment.

PRINCIPLE RESPONSIBILITIES











Assist with the creation of the production schedule and help department leaders allocate
resources to specific tasks; identify future hiring/training, material and equipment requirements
necessary for execution of the schedule
Act like a coach and manage the overall productivity and strive towards the continuous
improvement of this metric
Manage the hiring, training, discipline, promotion and ongoing development of all production
employees
Manage the ongoing maintenance of the shop and its equipment and fleet vehicles
Assist with the ongoing improvement our quality assurance
Monitor the Shop floor
Maintain the Company's safety culture and raise the standards, promote a safe work
environment and in compliance
Research and development of best practises and new processes/materials
Schedule inbound equipment so that repairs are assigned in order of priority
Work closely with the shop foremen and project managers

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU?
Job Satisfaction:

You will get to directly participate in some of Canada’s most interesting (and high
profile) creative construction and art projects.

Job Variation:

You will never get bored in this fast paced environment. Every project is different
and every day comes complete with its own unique challenges and problems for
you to solve.

Job Opportunity:

You will be exposed to opportunities to grow and develop our relatively young
business into one of the world’s premiere manufacturing companies. We have
not plateaued and do not plan on doing so any time soon.

Culture:

You will get to work with fun, dynamic and highly skilled people that are driven
to succeed.

Remuneration:

You will be paid relative to the experience you bring and your accomplishments;
you will be rewarded with company success. You will get a company phone,
plenty of vacation, and be added to our benefits program.

QUALIFICATIONS












Must have a minimum of 5-10 years fabrication shop experience
Previous supervisory, management and leadership experience a must
Direct experience constructing custom projects
Ability to use standard desktop load applications such as Microsoft Office and internet functions
Presentation skills are an asset
Good communication and listening skills
Good organizational and time management skills
Motivated, hardworking and able to work in a fast paced environment
Team player and safety oriented
Valid safety certificates such as: Fall Arrest, WHMIS, First-Aid, Crane Operator Certificate,
Forklift Operator Certificate recommended
Valid driver's license & own vehicle

If this sounds like the right opportunity for you, please send your resume to careers@heavyworld.ca
with “Production Manager” in the subject line.
About Heavy Industries
Heavy Industries has been beautifying the built world since 2003. As a custom fabricator based in Calgary,
Heavy Industries has manufactured and installed some of Canada’s best known public art sculptures and
most complex architectural projects. Through technology, experience, and expertise, Heavy Industries has
become a single source for designing, fabricating, and installing sculpture and custom features for artists,
architects, and design professionals. In our world, iconic designs and creative places are built without
compromise.

